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7 ' . PREFACE

Tni's document is submitted to the California Commission for. .

.

Teacher Preparation and Licensing to describe the procedures used

to select classes for an intensive study. The classes are specially

chosen to be test sites for an intervention that will leA'd,to student,

and: teacher changes in classroom Lenaviok. The intervention is based

upon a model of classroom- `teaching and leaining described inthis

paper. The intervention is expected to take place from January to

nay, 1977.

This technical note contains sections on the philosophy of the

.intervention, the procedures and methodology to be used, the history

of sdlecion, the instructional model, and examples of possible inter-

ventions in classes that we have chosen to work In. A final section,

titled Summary Comments, contains the. three major recommendations of

the ,Commission'S Research Advisory Board who reviewed this document. ,

This paper was written in December, 1976. Tne pomMents in the

'last section were added shortly .thereafter.
/
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PHILOSOPHY

The Proposal forPhase III-B of!the Beginning Teacher Eyalua-
.

tion'Study calls fOr an intervention to increase Academic Learning

Time (ALT) for target students by working with teacherS to change

critical instructional variables. Th'Proposal says:

A small intervention in natural classroom instruction will be

conducted during% the B-C test interval. Instructional process data

will be.used to select,12 classes from the second grade sample.

Classes will be selected so that the manipulation of one or more

teacher behaviors is,likely, to have a substantial impact on student

ALT. These twelve classes will be assigned randomly to one of three

groups.

Group I. One group of four classes.will operate as a'control
4

group. In the control group the already established pattern of

testing, observation, and log keepingwill continue.

Group II. A second group of four claws will comprise the full

intervention. group. In each class, the instructional processes that

are judged to have greatest potential fol. increasing ALT in that

particular class will be manipulated during the L-C test interval.

The intervention will be carried out by a-team of BTES researchers.

Early in the B-C interval BTES staff will, clinically train teachers

in specific behaviors designed to improve the diagnosis, prescription,

presentation, monitoring, and/or feedback received by the ,target

students. The impact of the intervention will De monitored by the

ongoing observations carried out in all classrooms. The BTES staff
I

will document, their clinical teacher training Procedures in each
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of the classrooms and continue the intervention until student ALT

is increased Substantially. Tliedocumentation of the teAnigue 'S

that were.used'to increase ALT will provide informa

of the RTES.
,

ts'

for Phase IV

Group III, A third gioup of four classes will comprise a

restticted intervention treatment-.) In this condition, verbal

instructions on how to modify ALT and a rationale for the interveh-

tion are given to teachers. No further activities.will.be)ncluded

in their treatment beyond the ongoing 'collection of data. In this

treatment, we can examine a teacher's changes in Lehavior.as a

function of feedback on their teaching performance and a theory'

.of instruction that can guide that instruction.

Philosophy Updated and Elaborated

Only minor changes in the philosophy of intervention have occurred

'since the whiting of proposal fpr the study, submitted in May,

1976. At that time it was stated that the intewention'was to obtain

-first -hand, "hands-on" information about how differenOiteacher behav-

iors affect the ALT of-students. The 'thinking w s that in the major

correlational study, naturally occurring teache behaviors and asso-

ciated:_rates of ALT were being measured. On.t other hand,- an

intervention would serve toheighten teacher behaviors, and thus,
alb

theoretically, heighten 'ALT. In addition, if higher levels of ALT

occur it shquld be possible to detect higher levels of achievement

in particular content areas.

The intdrvention'has always been conceived of as a chanCe to

obtain a gredtfdeal of clinical information about 'what works and

what does pot.work, such that the ultimate consumers of the RTES
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rvarch will have some guidelines when they try to implement some

of our findings. We think that the clinical studies of how particular

teacher behaviors.affect ALT in positive (or even negative) ways, will

yield information about how to translate the findings of BS into

training practice's. This information should be very useful to those

who train teachers;

After many meetings, it was decided by,the RTES staff that no

standardized techniques would be imposed across all four full inter-
,

vention cla4srooms. Each of the classrooms is expected to-be unique;

thus the imposition of stanaardized techniques across Classrooms

would seemito defeat the spirit of the intervention. Each classroom

will be treated as a unique ecological setting.

We have assigned one intervention field worker to monitor two

classrooms. Twb such-field workers will be respbnsible for a total

of four classes. Each of these field,workers has elementary school

teaching experience. Teamed with each of these 'intervention field

workers, for each classroom, will be one of our senior staff. In

each classroom the senior staff member jd the ointerventionist"

(i.e., the field worker assigned to that class) will,:with the

teacher, decide upon changes in instruction carried out in that parti-

cular classroom.

We have come ore and more to appreciate the value of makinig the

teacher a full Partner, a colleasz, in the intervention team. We

do not tikink we are wise enough to tell teacherg what to do,, nor do

we believe that would be ah effective way to bring about cnange.

Rather, we hope tb create a situation in which each of us cane learn

more about classroom.instruction. The senior staff member will

diScuss with 'the teacher and the interventionist the BTES model add



the insights it offers into the patterns of classroom instruction.

Specific characteristics of the classroom will be discussedas they

relate to the model. *The teacher will be encouraged to discuss his

or her perceptions of`the classroom and to help us understand class-

room. realities. To en-courage greater participationby the teacher,

we have offered the-teachers released time to observe their own

classes. A.group meeting will be held:to sllow'the four teachers

to share their experiences with each other. We hope to do everything

possible to make this a collegial effort.

Because of the impOrtance of teacher involVe.ment and collegial 14)

effort, we have decided against random asSignment'of teachers to

intervention groups. In classes where intervention appears possible

and desirable, teachers will be invited to participate. Only those

teachers.who are interested and willing will be included in the full

or, restricted intervention groups. All others,with comparable ALT,

including extra volunteers, will constitute a control group.

We have decidedthat during the first six weeks of the iqter-

vention, in eacn of the four classrooms, we will try to work within

the BTES model of teaching presented ilelow in-this description of

the intervention. .During these early weeks the kinds of diagnosis

and prescriptions we will make will be nested within the five

functions we are studying. We believe that the teaching functions

we have described as necessary for the 'conduct of classroOm instruc-

44tion provide a very good theoretical-model within which to suggest

changes in the behavior Or classroom characteristics of the four

volunteer teachers. Thus, the intervention, at least for the first

,six weeks, will have very close ties to the =Ciel of instruction ,

piopdsqd in the overall correlational study.°

0
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BecauSe we are duiselves unsure and new at trying to :modify'

teacher behavior and classroom practices' according to our model,

we also believe it may be a mistake to try to restrict ourselves

to working within the model. 1,,g, after the first six weeks, we do,

not see changes in teachers' behavior and do not see actual changes

or the potential. for changenin the students' behavior, we will

start using any and all procedures which might help change what's

going on in those classrooms.--We may wish to focus on classrbom

management oriaffectiverconditions tWat seem to inhibit classroom

learning. We may wish to apply behavior modification principles

(perhaps in consultation with experts such as Thoreson, Krumboltz,

or their students). We may wish to use minicourses and protocol

materials.

The general guidelineS are to stay as closely linked to our .'

theory as we can, at feast at the start of the intervention, and to

"throw in' thitchen sink" if necessary, after we have tried imple-

mentation of an intervention based upon our theories. It may also

be possible that in one class we may have very positive effects

early in,the intervention, while in another class more drastic

approaches to changing teacher and student behavior are necessary.

The intvvention is meant to be an opportunity to learn and to

document that learning for future use. -we do not consider it a

liability that such diverse approaches will be in effect; ather,

we consider it an asset because we think it will allow us to learn

more about the classrooms within which we will be working.



Full Intervention

PIVICEDUREANDAETIJODOLOGY.''
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The intervention will run six weeks dU'ring`which time the'
_ %.,, .,

4 , 4 *
.

intervention will be guided by the Beginning Teacher Evaivation
. . . c.

-P. StUdy (BTES), model' of instruction (presented below). After 'six

weekg the potential for prescribing the intervention will be

expanded to include virtually an socially acceptable activities.

'phis latter period will-run for nin-L weeks., The first period of
."

the intervention will begin January 10, 1977 and end February 18,

1977. The second period of the intervention will begin February 21` ,

- 1977 and extend'nine weeks up to the'"C"-,Testingeriod in early:

,May.

During this intervention period, the BTES staff ,member' and/or

the intervener will meet with the eacher at.:)least twice sa week:

Discussions will focus 'particularly in the eaily weeks, on the

BTES model and on the.speci,ficcways, in whiCh the fiye kundtions

are or can be implemented in the teacher's claPsroom. Existing

training materials.for teachers may be used, ifthey seem relevant

to a specific teacher's needs And preferences. The exact nature of

the intervention will'differ from one clas's to the next.

As the staff member, intervener, and teacher agree on possible

'improvements in instruction, changes will be implemented. The

teacher will be the One responsible for Carrying 'out changes in .

instruction. The intervener will provide ongoing support for the

teacher during the implementation process. In addition, the interl

vener will keep records on discussions, decisions, and actual class-

room behavior.
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The product of the intervention research will be case histdries
. -.-

offour cladSroords, 'and with those classrOOms, case histories of up
)--''

. l .
f

to twenty- our students. Four Separate descriptive case histories

wip bOfw ittehr each co-authored by the interveners, teachers', and
.

. .I.

members'.

,

4 .
senior staff members'. .The case histories will describe theclas'erodms,

_ ,..
.

the teacher's mfthods for; organizing instruction, and the teacher

behavior and student behavior lofore the beginning of" the intervention,2

The case histories will also ddtument the roles of the teacher and

the Laboratory staff, the changes made in the classroom as a function
,

of their cooperative decisionsj and estimates of effectiveness of

those changes. (
J i .._

.The case histories will also provide some "harder", supporting A

data about the classrooms, obtained through ongoing observations of

instruction in those classrooms and_rsupplemented by the records

kept by the interveners`. Weekly estimates of the' ALT rates of

target students are made as part of the ongoing observation. Also,

teacher behaviors are observed as pprt of this system. The interr-

veners, who are fully trained in the observation system, can supple-

ment data. With the A-Jd peridd and early weeks of B-C

as a baseline, we expedt to see increases in level. of ALT for ta rget

students. These increases should result from increases in engagement

'And/or from more appropriate difficulty4level., In addition,to this

with41-class analysis o f trends, comparisons can be,made with the

other twdgroups. Almost all analyses that. compare treatments and,
,

almoet,all within treatment group analyses will reply ,upon descrip-,

tive statistics and graphs. Only rarely would inferential statistics

(probably non-parametric comparisons) be used.
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The summary chapters $f .the case histories of'intervention'in

these classes caill,contain lists of chingeg in'teacher behavior
-

that resultbd in increases in ALT.for target (and non-target)

(
st udenfs inn those classei. The sytmmary chapters will all be in the

form of recommendations to teacher trainers, eithef in-service or

,pre-service trainers.

Restricted Intervention

This group,of four teachers will receive limited training in

the model of classrciam instruction which forms the rational base
a

of the work carried out during Phase III-L. The purpose of this

group it to assess the.impadt of discussion ab*ot.the model on
.

. classroom behivior, The group receiving the full intervention will

be engaged iri an ongoing collegial relationshipwith.the Far West

-
Laboratory staff.. Weekly discussions and feedback will serve to

ti

elaborate and'reinforce the modeltin these classrooms. HoweVer,_

it may be that considerable change in ALT may result from (a) a

desire for change and (bl an awareness of the concepts included in

our model, The restricted intervention group is included to check

on, this possibility.

The general purpose of the Intervention will be discussed with'

the teachers during initial contacts wlp-them. The activities asso-.

ciated with their participation will be clearly debcried. The

following section presents an overview of the activ"ties.

The four teachers in this grOup will be provid d with materials

describthgthe model and its implementation. It is important to

note that the model is prpscriptive in terms. of the instructional
.

functions which must be satisfied in the classroom, utht is not

prescriptive'interms of how these functions are car eti out. The
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model.can beapplied to a relatively wide variety of cla sroOm

*struct,ures including whold group instruction, supe4vise seatwork,ti
*

ork stations, individualized programs, and others. TheSe materiels

will contain applications of the model to specific Classy

1'1

.,litional sequences typically found in the study, sample. Tea

.be asked to read the materials over a three to, four day periqd.
.

/
. , Subs.4. equently they will meet wi9h the Far West Laboratory stiff at

, . .

fl.' the Laboratory for two full-day meetings, The first, meeting will
.

s will

fit

take place.during the week of January 17th,, the second during the
, .

week of February. 21st.

The' purpose of the meetings will be to re

,

and then to engage in detailed discussions of each teacher's reading
. .

-

or mathematics. program'and the implications o the model.for those
l

specific programs, Discussion8 will emphasixe the impact of classy:

the model briefly

r settings on ALT and the itportance particular teacher func-.

tions In speeifiq classroom settings. ForeXample, alternate moni-,
. 4

toring strategies during geatwork activities will be discussed with
,

. .

. .
Q

particular
. attention to the effect of each strategy on student ALT.

.
. . 4

,

At the conclusi on of the "training days" an example of a class,-
*

-,..
.

. ,

0
room nSituaXio will be,eorovided to each teacher. 'These examples t

will have been prepared prior to the meeting day from Observations

of the teacher involved. 4The teachers will be asked to analyze the'

examples and relate potential "solutions" to the model by prediCting

. *
the impact of each "solution" on the ALT of the student. Meetings

Of this kind will make teacher6 aware of the model and will have

generated several applicationS of the model for each teachers

specific, program. Whether or.not the teaChers change their classroom7,
behaviors will be assessed as part of the regular observation con-,

ducted in the grade 2 classes:
k
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COntibl.G4pUP

/ The only c excluded from 'theigroup data which' will be

used as a co group will be thoSe classes originally exclpded

from the pool of second'grade classeS because of extremely'high

levels of Acaddiftic Learning Time (ALT)J. This should provide 'a

.pool of about fifteen classrboms. The p9oled data from these cl^asi-
:

rooms will be"
k

used as a Zomparison,to examine the effects of.ihe full

intervention and restricted intervention treatments.

44

14

"

4

.941-
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HISTORY OF SELECTION

Classroom Selection Procedure for the Intervention Study

The procedure for selecting intervention classrooms began tow
6

early Obtober, when BTES staff met to discuss how to begin Interven-

tion., Five mee.4ings were held. By November,.the tallying of two

0

,consecutiVe weeks of.pbservation data, for all 25 second-grade
)'

classrooms involved in the B TES study was complete. Specifically,

each classrdom's op scan s Bets were used to tally, for each indd

vidual student, difficul level.of the material to be learned,

total engAged time, tot 1 non-engaged time, total reading and math

time (the combination 4f engaged and non-engaged time)., and the

percent of time engaged. Tale 1 presents data frpm one class

subsequently chosen'for the study. TOle 2 presents data from a

class that was not chosen.
1v

The following factors were used in the first round of selection

of classes for the intervention.

1. Classrooms in whidh percent engaged time was low or incon-

sistent.

2. Classrooms where the distribution of difficulty level seemed

to swing towards the extremes'of easy or hard, or where

there seemed to be inconsistencies in"difficulty leveLsit

from week to week.

3. Comments from aeldworkers,on an open-ended, anecdotd1

quetionnaire, which asked for a brief description of class-

room structure, teacher behavior, teacher's attitude towards

the study and teacher's interaction with target students. .

Using facts 1, 2, and 3, twelve perspective classrooms were

chosen as possibilities for intervention. It was felt that additional
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op scan data should be,,analYted to verify the c oiee8 made. Thus
A

Ape more week's op scan data was, analyzed for is pool of twelve

classes.

During the last two weeks of November a1i of the twelve class-
,

rooms were observed "by at least.two kES sta f members. The two
c.'

implementors observed all twelve classrooms. Of the twelve, eight

classrooms were, described by tWo or'MOre stiff members as feasible

'intervention candidates (i.e., clasdroomp in which ALT could lie

increased, with simple intervention strategies; and the cooperation'

and'interest of the teacher could be obtained).
4

The eight teachers were asked whether they would be interested
,

in further input,into the research, through involvement in specific

case studies of their identified students. The teachers would

serve as part of a teacher-implementar-RTES staffpember team that

would focus on methodology.for increasing ALT for given students

in their classes:"

Of the eight teachers appkoached 'five agreed' to participate

With eye, full realization that'participation'entailed. two observers

in their classroom on la. regular basis as well as'weekly allocations,

of time for conferencing. Four clastroomi were chosen from these

five for intervention. The.fo4 classrooms for the Prose Only

Group, and the four classrooms for the Control Group are to be

selected'from the remain.ng second grade classrooms (see me(t.hodolo.gy.

section).
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-(Grade 2

TABLE 1
An Alcample of a classroom
that was chosen as a possi-
ble intervention candidate.

.

Sthdent
_ZIA-

:,

E
(Easy)

M'
(Middle)

, a.

,

(Hard)
H

.

Total
Engaged
Minutes
on44-m+Ec+
ED)

Total
Non-
Engaged
INI+NW+
NO)

Minutes.

Total
Mead &
Math Time
(Engaged
& Non-
Engaged)

.

Percent
Engaged

Engaged
yotzd,
Time -

g

.

0801 67.5
N

,37

r

t'

-..

,

,0 73.5

A

31

%

104.5 .7033

'

.

0802
'..

lb 24 0

.

'12' 28 40 . ..i .

0803 41 62 0

,

86.5

.

36.5 123 .7032

0804

of
75.5 34 0 94.5

-

30 124.5 .7590
,

0805
1

34.5 57 . 0- 90
.

.

26.5
,

116.5 .7726

.

0806 , 74.5 37

.

0 91 1,45.5 136.5 .6666

i

0801 103.5
,

0
.

13 88.5

*

,28 116.5 .7597

-

0802, 76.5 33

4

0 54

,

51.5

.

105.5 .5118

.

#
0803 79.5 34 0 61 52:5 113.5 .5374

i

:

6804u -.' 94
c

21.
.

.

0 82

.

33.5 115.5 .7100

0805- 78 29 0

A

60.5 47 107.5, .5628

0806

.

0 0,4 0 ft 0 0

)7----'

s. 7



TableLl Continued 1Class ID# 08
J

(Grade 2)

1

Student
ID# .

E . M

.

'

...

H Total
Engaged
(EW+E0+EC+
ED)

Total
Non-
Engaged
(NI +NW+

. NO)
.

Total
'lead &

Math Time-
,(Engaged
& Non-En.
Engaged)

Percent
-Engaged

' (Engaged
Total
Time)

,

.

a
SOrf
4i
m

k
m

-8
ro
k

.ri
'.4
Et

,

0801 86

.,

8 0 . 40 -.54 . 94

.

.4255

0802 ' 89 5

.

0 37

..

'57 94

-

.393'6

.0803

'

88

..-

-20
.

,0

.
r

50

8

.

A

58 108

..

.4630

0804 81 0 0 48 33 , 81
,

.

.5926

0805 73 .- 8 '0

.

36- 45

x
.

81

.

.4444

s-

0806
.

91
.

1

0

.

0

A

74 17 91

_

,

.8132

.

r

. ,

I

.

i

W
.

1

/

.
.

I

.

%

,

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

4

i

.

.-

;6'

V

'h...

A

.
.

.

a"

.

, .
.

...J. .

.

11,
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(Grade 2)

TABL1E 2
An example of a classroom
'not chosen for the Inter-.
vention Study.

.

Student
ID* '

E

,

M

-

H .

,

Total .

Engaged
(EW+E0+EC+
ED)

Total
Non-
Engaged
(NI+NW+

. NO)

Total
Read &
Math Time
(Eng4ged
& -Non-
Enaamed)

Percent
Engaged

(Engaged
Total
'Time)

c
0

..-1

.o
mk
w
w
w
40
.0

U)

11a1

,

20.5

.

156.5 0 127 50. 177 .7175

1102, 40.5 136.5 0 152 ' 25 177 .8587

1103
..

50

c

152.5 0 161.5 41 202.5 .7975
.

1104 -11. 187.5 0

.

150.5

.

48 198.5

I

.7581

rsr

..-1u

1105 55 .

-

147.5

(\
(:)

4,-

lu.s 40 202.5 .8024

1..06 50 164.5 0 173.5 41 214.5 .8088

1101
_

58

.

107

,

0 70 89 159

I

.4403

1102 52 69 0 91
5

30 121 .7521

0
..-1

.0
m 1103
>
k
&ip

. 61 100

-1

.0

.

113
.

.

2,3

,

. 136 .8309

.

1
1104

,.g

-

100 57 0 105

.

42 147 .7143

cr
it)

).0

m 1105. 100
%

v.

38 0 2 106- 32
.

138 .764

1106 52 99' 0 116 43

_

159 .7296

r
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INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
Nc--

A Theory- of Instruction: ALT and Teacher _Functions "
.

Interyentions*will be based upon a theory of instruction pro-
qv--

posing that: Academic achievement is a function of student aptitude

and student academic.learning time. Student aptitude refers to, the

entering characteristics of the student that are outside the realm

of control of the instructional prq,cess. Therefore,"if we determine

t hat, instructional processes tha4t result in increased student academic
r'

learning, time '(ALT); we will have determined variables that result in

increased student learning. '

ALT is time spent by a-le4ner engaged ,in a task within f.n inter-
,

mediate range, of difficulty and related directly to an academic out-

come. Thus, the three basic components ofiALT,are student engagement.,

,intermediate4 tagk difficultNand task relevanceAlo an academic outcome.
4

The teacher behaviors'that influence ALT caA be conceptualized in

. terms of five functions: diagnosis, prescription, presentation, moni-
,

toring, and:feedback. In addition, classrqom characteristics such as

social environment influence ALT. The basic relatiOnships between

instructional processes, ALT, studer aptitudes-, and student, learning

are diagramme0-beloW.

Igstructional -

Processes

.11

Academia
Learning
Time

Stddent
Learning

s
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Academic Learning Time>(ALT). As described above, ALT involves

(en7agement, Intermediate tam difficulty, and task-.- relevance to an

academic outcome. Engagement simply refers to the involliement of

the student in the learning activity under consideration., Obviou.glye.

no student learning can occur if there is po'engagement. Therefore,

the distinction between student engaged time(and teacher allocation

of time is critical. Allocated time is a function of teacher behavior,

the assignment of a given activity to a specified-period of student

time. .This is important because allocated time generally sets the

limits for student engaged time.-in that particular activity. Uever-
4

theless, there may be 'vast differences between allocated time and

student engaged time. 'These differences may occur generally fox ark-

entire class o differentially across students within a class.

)

Becalase student engagement in a learning activity is a necessary

precondition for learning, ALT must include only engaged time.

Intermediate task difficulty must be determimd in relationship

to the individual student. A given task will range from excessively

easy to impossibly difficult, depending upon the, student for whom

the task's difficulty is being determined. Intermediate task

difficulty' is defined in terms of a broad intermediate range for
ti

'

the purposes of ALT. That is, intermediate difficulty, for ALT,

means that the student has at ,Yeast minimal comprehension of the

task with, and only with, some effort. Less than minimal compre-

hension ecludes learning becauthe student is not ready to even

begin learn. a task. bmprenension with no effort precludes

leatning because the student has already mastered the task completely,

so that no further learni g Can occur.
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Task relevance to an academic outcome simply identifies the

content category to,which ALT is directedi. A particular study might

fotus on a narrow range of content outqome categories, and _therefore
Or

'a,narrow eange of ALT. Clearly, if one attempts to relate'ALT to

gain,on an achievement test battery, then ALT-must be . limited td

those content categorieS that are relevant to that battery. The
.

preOent,study is limited to ALT involving.tasks that are relevant.

to reading ana Athematics outhomes. Se are not measuring the effects

of ALT for other academic outcomes. Conceptually, hoy/euero ALT cOwld

be 'applied to any academic outcome.

The discussion to this point has examined ALT. However, the

negative form of the concept, ALT, is',kso important. A great deal

of student time in class consists of Non ALT because the student.is

not engaged in any academic task or because the academic task in

which the student is engaged is of an excessively high or low

difficulty; The power of the concept, NovALT, 'is, the specification

of-its cause, either lack of engagement or an unreasonable level of

task'difficulty. Hence, it is possible to analyze why; learning does

not occur, in terms ot student variables.' This is important for the

.intervention.

Instructional Processes. ALT represdhts a proximal measure of

student learning. .I we.can determine ,the- instruction4 processes.

that result in- increased student ALT, we will have also determined 0

variables that result in increased student learning. Therefore, N

ALT is central to the instructional process, and serves as the basis

of the present analysis of teaching behaviors.

2.2
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The clastes of teaching beh vior that influence ALT can be

conceptualized in terms of five interrelated functions (diagnosis,

&escriptionr presentation, monitoring, and feedback) thatpc=

through time in'a roughly cyclical fashion,as diagrammed. below.

I
Instructional
Planning

fDiagrAis

Instructional
Interaction

Depending Upon the class organization' and curriculum characteris'ics,

the functions in the basic cycle may be satisfied by apparently very

different behaviors. Monitoring in a large group dfscussion is very

different from monitoring during seat work. In the first case n9ni-.,

tdring may or may not be performed,by the teacher at any given time.

Similarly, individual teachers may vary in the behaviors by which

they fulfill these function-e. Observation and analysis must accommo-

date the full range,of behavtor4 within functional categories.

The cycle of functions begins with
a
planning phase. The teacher '-

,5'

as an organizer and decision maker needs aluate"the current

knowledge, skill levels, strengths, a nesses, of 'his/her

students (diagnosis). She/he dap then decide on appropriate instruc-

tiopal goals and methods for reaching those goals (prescription).

These decisions set the stage for the instructional interaction.

N-
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Tile interaction phase begins with the AVsentation.of concepts '

or lerning tasks to the student. The student responAs to this

input in some way, with an overt action, with A covert assimilation
u

of information, or, by ignoring the input. The teacher needs tolk
monitor tie student's responses in order to know whether the instruc-

tional goal is being achieved. Monitoring tells the teacher about

the studedt's state of knowledge or (skill following an_instructional'

presentation. Guided by information from monitoring, he teacher

may provide feedback to the student, provide additional explanation

or cycle back to the beginning for further diagnosis and planning

(either for remediation of deficits or for moving op to new goals

and tasks.).

The focus on the Lacher as a conscious or intuitive decision

maket occurs throughout this cycle. The teacher decides on goals,
CG

presents instruction toward those goals, and evaluates whether or

the goals are being(reached. She/he decides whether a student's

response is adequate or inadequate, and decides, on the basis of

the student!'s response, what to do next.

16 provides the,vehicltfor observing this instructional pro-

cess. Each of the functions in the model contributes directly to

establishing or maintaining ALT. Accurate diagnosis and prescription

enable the teacher to assign tasks of an appropriate difficulty

level for-the 'student, in a content area that is relevant to the

studentrs needs. Presentation that is well structured, clear, and

relevant to student needs results in greater studentqinderstailding

of the'task. This, in turn, produdes higher engagement and a more

reasonable difficulty level. Monitoringcand feedback maintain student
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eilgagement and understanding of the task, and allow the teacher to

rpdiagnbee and represcribe when appropriate. An examination of

ongoinginstratiOA in terms of student ALT and related teaching

functions-allows one to identify when and where the student learning

process is deficient, relating these deficiepcies to instructional

functions. Interventions can then be conceptualized and implethented
ti

to remedy identified'problems.

ea

2J
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'EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE INTERVENTIONS.

Class #1

Class #1 is in a suburban neighborh<
df

sn ECE funding is,avail-
.

,1

abld_and an aide is

where some students

others, arrive and le

during these early a

work with a smaller

is Lased on a series

provided. A staggered reading schedule is used,

come to school early and leave early,Okile

edave late. Reading instruction is conduct

n
4c

'4 later periods during which the teacher can

group of students. The instructional program
Y-

of six learning stations, involving reading,

mathematics, and other activities. Intermittent sumniative assess-

4 4.

ment is conducted in conjunction with the stations. I Other'activities

are included in reading and mathematics instruction in addition to

the stations. Reading instruction includes a series of con tracts

used with a basal reader and individualized reading program Lased

on a published set of curriculum materials. Mathematics instruction

includes group instruction led by the_teacher.or the aide.

'The major concern of an intervention in this class is the reduc-

tion of the excessive amounts of time during which students wait for

help from the teacher Or the aide. This occurs primarily while

students are working.oatstations. The activities at each station

are changed on a daily basis. In addition, there are several,levels

of activities at each station, varying in difficulty and assigned

to stults according to individual needs. This'i.esults in a highly

complex instructional program that require$ a great dial of structur-7

ing and directions. Students frequently.ask questions regarding the

'task assigned to them and th.e procedures for completing it. $ome-

times students even have trouble locating the necessary materials

for a particular task.
26
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The-intervention Will focus on the reorganization of these

stations so that the students need leSs assistance from teachers

in terms of the presentation of structuring and direction's,

toning, and feedback. The stations will be restructured 'to that

dell-defined and progressive sequences Of activities are used

For example, a Mathematics manipulatives section ht-be followed

by a section using manipulatives with symbols., Other organizational

changes might also be intrO44ced for such purposes as increasing
0

the ease with which students can identify and obtain 'the necessary

'materials.for each activity. Vr

These, intervention changes would reduce_the. frequency with

_ which students working at stations need help from the teacher or

aide,. Wait time would thereby-be reduced,,Wi consequence of

increasing student ALT. 4is would also free the teacher and aide

to deal with more important s tudent problem's. They might present
t

. more explanations directedoltdWard serious problems that students

may be having 'understanding skills and concepts. Inaddition,

the:teacher and aide would have tithe to carry out summative assess-

Nent more regularly than they can at present. The progressive

sequence built into the stations would also facilitate summative
4,

assessment in that Student performance at one step would readily

indicate which other steps the Student still needs to cover. The

-facilitation oE summative assessment shOuld greatly improve the

446
teacher's ab*ity to diagnose student progress an needs.

Class 42

C lass #2.is
0

in a suburbair school with ECF fund ng. The class

has a staggered reading program, with half the students at schoala

for reading from 8:4Yto 9:40 and half from 2:05 to 3:00. During

1
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the period froM 9:40 until lunch, whole class instruction is carried

out. Half the time is spent- phonics and spelling, half is spent

oh math. It is this reliance on whole class instruction that creates

a number of problems.

In Loth phonics and math it is apparent that the whole class

-lesson cap be too easy for many students and too hard for others.
6

It is virtually impossible to pSce the lesson appropriately for 411

'students or to tailor the presentation to the needs of students

who are having difficulty. Children Who work quickly often finish

part of the assignment early. These children then h ve to wait,for

further,instruction. To keep students continually-,,Occupied the

teacher hands out filler worksheets to work on while waiting.

These worksheets tend to be easy for the students and generally

irrelevant to iMmediate instructional Objectives:

Intervention in.this class will begin with diagnosis and

prescription. The teacher realizes that not all students are

receiving appropriate instruction. She wants to help in instituting
. 1

small group instruction. She has specifically mentioned difficulty

in knowing which students to group together.formation fibm ECE

testing is available for diagnosis:. Diicusgion with the teacher

may result in the need.for further diagnostic testing.
F

On the basis of diagnostic information, students will be assigned

to groups for appropriate _instruction. It is probable that one

group (or more). will receive less phonics instruction, more creative

c writing, and mare reading practice.44At least one group will continue
1'

to receive phonics drill, but at a more appropriate level. In mathe-

matics, appropriate groupifig will also be develoieL
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$

Grouping for instruction is ilarticularly feasible in this class,

because of the preAend, of an ECE aide. The teacher has not previously

had an aide, and this is part of the reason she has tended'to rely

on whole class instruction. The aide now spends most of her time

grading work ooks or running errands. Very little of the aide's

time.is now spent working with the children on .academic tasks. The
. .

.1.-

teacher knows the aide is amunderutilized resource and wants help
/

,

1-n
in using the aide effectively during small group instruction.

It is expected that the use of appropriate small grouping

practices win reduce the excess,time in tasks of an_Aeasy difficulty

level. More student learning time would occur at a medium difficulty

level, with a consequent increase inALT.

The introduction of appropriate grouping practices should also

increase 'student ALT by increasing student engagement during reading

and mathematics. This class is now often, characterized by disinterest

on the part of the students, with resulting disruptiveness and disci-

pline problems. Changing tasks to be More appropriate to each child's

level and interest, with more individual addlt attention, should

increase engagement feedback. One target student in particular is

often singled out by the teacher but without a clear statement of

contingencies. This student, along with other "behavior problems", I
is seated in the first row. Changing the seating to follow the new

groupings should separate these students while getting them involved

with the,appropriate tasks.

Class #3 r 4

Class #3 is in a suburban school. A staggered reading program

is used, with students scheduled to arrive early or leave.late

depending upon whether they are in the faster or slower reading

29 S
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groups. This allows the teacher to worhyith fewer students at one

time during reading. The teacher uses five reading groups, supposedly

determined according .to level of reading achievement. A phonics-

Oriented reading text is used for teacher-led small group instruction

in reading. The teacher fdllows this text quite closely, showing

essentially no deviation from its content and its Sequencing .of

lessons. The mathematics program in this clags consists primarily
9 .

.

of independent seatwork
.
where each student is given a packet of

,

pages taken from:apubliihed text, Students work at their own pace

On these packets while the 'teacher monitor's and provides feedback

with explanations as necessary.

Intervention in this ctssroom,will focus on the reductiqp of

time spent by students waiting for the.teadher's help during reading

and mathematics instruction. In addition, there Will be efforts to

increase the difficulty level of tasks assigned to students working

independently while the teacher leads small-group instruction in

reading.

The basic problem in the reading mgram of this class is the

provision ofeadequateAristrUctional assistance to students who are

working independently while the teacher le.ids small-group instruction.

With the more challenging tasks, students frequently require additional
- .

feedback and explanation from the teacher. This results in substantial .

periods, of inactivity while these students wait for the teacher to

finish a small-group sequence. Similarly, students in the small

group must wait while the teacher. answers questions of the students

_sle doing independeht work'. The teacher has attempted to solve this

problem by,.posigning independent work'fft which the students will

a

require little or no assistance. Howevitir, preliminary examinations

I
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of obsarvatiodiaata indicate.thq this has resulted in an excessive

amount of student time devoted to:tasks of a very low diffic lty1,

level. ,
.1 ,

Intervention procedures will introduce the use of activity .

centers for independddt work in reading. These centers can be
41,

developed so tVat the materials themselves provide the students

with substantial structuring, directions, explanations, and feedback.

ThiS should.greatly reduce the amount of assistance that students

require of the teacher while doing independent work in reading.

This, in,turn4 would reduce the time spent waiting by both students

working independently and students in teacher-led small group instruc-

tion. As a result, ALT would be increased. An additional intervention

to be used for reading;instruction is the-rearrangement of the seating

so that the teacher does not have her pack to the class while working

pi.th a. small_ group in reading. 'This would enhance'theteacher'si-
ability to provide, effective tal; engagemerlt feedback to students

. . . ,

working independently: Student engagement (and ALT) shduld thereby
.

be increased.

The major problem of the mathematics program in this class is

that the students spend excesSive amount of time waiting for the,

teacher's help when they have trouble with their seatwork packets.

Although students work at their own pace/ many students are working_

on the same pages on any given day. Therefore, the intervention

will reorganize the mathematics program so that structuring, direc-

tion;, and' explanation can be provided to small groups of students

who are working, genetally, on same pages. A flexible seating

system' will be introduced, clustering students according to their

current, progress through the mathematics text, allowing for frequent

31
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changes in seating patterns according to individual variations in

pacing. This would eliminate the inefficient repetition of struc-
,

turing, directions, and explanations currently provided to individual

students. That, in ,turn, would reduce the time spent by students

waiting for help from the teacher. In addition, these procedures

would allow the teacher to spend more time monitoring student work

:and providing feedback, because less time will be requiredto provide

the necessary structuring, directions, and presentation of explana-

tions. The reduction of student wait -time and the enhancement of
4

monitoring and feedback should result in higher levels of student

ALT.

Class,#4

. Class #4 actually consists of two%classes located itn adjacent

"pods" of an open-spaced school building. The school serves a low

.socioeconomic status population in a poor neighborhood. The, two

teachers in charge of these olasses have worked together'closely

as a team for several years: Students are divided into high and

low 'groups for both reading and mathematics. One teacher takes the

high group while the.other takes the low group. Each group operates

relatively independent under the direction of one of the two teachers

in one'of the two pods. However, students move Lack and forth

between pods when the content of instruction changes (reading,

mathematics, oz other), according to the group, assighment for the

content at a given time. In addition, the two teachers coordinate

their planning closely and initructioUrapp ears to be quite similar
E

in each of the two pods'at any,given time. Both teachers use highll

individualized instructional systerils for both reading and mathematics.

The individualization consist of differential paeidg among students,

'32
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most of whom work out of the same curriculum materials. There is

a great amount of seatwork, although some whale class instruction

is also used.

The` primary concern 'for intervention will be the reduction of

the amount of time Spent by students waiting for help from the

teacher. ALT is greatly reduced in these 'two classes by thp large

proportion of reading and mathematics instruction during which

students simply wait for teacher's help. This wait-time is due

primarily to,the practice of providing monitoring and feedback to
S.

one student at aeile during reading and mathematics .seatwork.. The

students generally spend from ten to twenty minutes per day.waiting

in line or at their desk when they need help. There are generally

five to ten students in each pod waiting for help at any given
Ai

time. Every time a student tither comes to a problem that she/he

can not complete or finishes an assignment (often a single page)

and needs to have it corrected, then. the student must wait for the

teacher's.help.

Several organizational changes should be introduced in order to

reduce the lizait time ,in these classes. First, small group instruc-,

tion should be used in conjunction with the individualized seatwork

so that students will be better prepared for their seatwork assign-

ments and can carry them out with less help from tY teachers.

Al.i'hough students work at different paces, they do use the same

curriculum materials for the most part. In would be possildle to

seat students in clusters according to how far they have proceeded

in a given set of curriculum materials. The 41exibility of the

physidal equipment used in these claisrooms would facili ate the

use of different seatingarranggMenis for diff4rent instructional

33
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periods. This procedure would allow the teachers to present exvka-
,

nations, monitor, and provide feedback to small groups of students

without changing the individualized pacing that is basic to their

instructional program. Wait time would thereby be greatly reduced,

with a consequent increase in ALT:...j

A second procedure for reducing student waitItime in these .

- 0-

claSses would be the simplication of record-keeping procedures so

that less time would be needed for clerical activities. Currently;

a great de.k of cleridat work is-required to maintain records on

the individual progress of each\ student in the claSses. The two

teachers and the two aides spent time during reading and mathema-
.,

tics instruction trying to complete some of these clerical tasks.

The simplication of record-keeping procedures would allow the

teacher's and aides to spend more time monitoring and providing

feedback during reading and mathematics.

A third procedure for reducing wait-time is to si7;ly make

greater use of the two aides that work'in these classes. The aides.

rarely Monitor student siatwork or. provide feedback and are often

unoccupied. With some guidance from the teachers, these aides

could provide students with additional help during seatwork.
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SUMMARY' COMMENTS

After reading this outline of an.intervention study, and follow
. ,

ing a discussion, between the staff of the Far West Labolatory and a
. .

subgroup of the Research Advisory Board of the Commission, the follow-
,

ing recommendations were made and accepted:

1) As .the Laboratory works fromlweek to week in the intervention 1

claSses we.should specify the interactions to Ipe undertaken
I

in each succeeding week and monitor our own progress.

2) Laboratory staff should specify the intervention cycle, that

will be used. /In this case, the interverion cycle that we

will be using will be to a) identify a problem %ither through

the observation-of classroom events or from a discussion with

the teacher; b) prn with the teacher an interVention stra-

tegy;"c) model and/or practice' the behaviors to be studied;
,

d) provide feedback on hoW well the changes seem to be pro-

gresbing against the standards held for the behavior; e)

modify the behavior as needed; f) develop methods for main-

tenance of the behavior, including provisions for cycling

back through all steps again.

3) The Laboratory should take the "whole class" as its goal

during'the intervention study. Target students should not

be the sole object of an intervention study. It is impor-

tant to treat the whole class and not just target students.

The above three recommendations were noted and will be reflected

in the technical report to be submitted at the conclusion' of the

intervention activities.

35


